
Richard Glock [User: Macropode], is a 
Wikipedian living in Adelaide, Australia. Richard 
has volunteered much of  his time on Wikipedia 
improving the quality of  the Spoken Wikipedia 
project, with a particular interest in topics related 
to the Australian bush.

This article is part of  the Spoken Wiki-
pedia project. Volunteers provide spoken 

versions of  high quality articles so those new to a 
language, or those with visual or reading chal-
lenges, can listen to the content.

Article standards for biological topics include 
taxonomic, geographic, and conservation  
information. 

Australian Tree Frog is a featured article –  
one of  over 2000 articles chosen by the  

Wikipedia community for its excellent writing,  
images, and references. Every day on Wikipedia  
a new Featured Article is profiled on the  
main page. 

Evan Pickett, [user: LiquidGhoul] from 
Newcastle, Australia, uploaded this image to the 
Wikimedia Commons on January 6, 2006. He 
is both a frequent contributor and one of  the 
primary authors of  this article. As a free, public 
domain image, it can be reused, modified, or 
duplicated for any purpose, by anyone, without 
any form of  recognition or compensation.

Evan is in his last year of  a BSc at the University 
of  Newcastle, Australia; currently doing honors 
research in frog conservation. He made his first 
edit on Wikipedia on April 16, 2005.

On the ‘discussion’ page for the article you’ll find 
editors posing questions and comments about 
possible additions or edits – including recent re-
search reports that the skin secretions of  this frog 
may possess the ability to destroy HIV.
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Tim Marskell [User: Marskell] is a Cana-
dian citizen living in the United Arab Emirates 
working as a manager in the entertainment and 
food and beverage industry.

He made a number of  significant ‘quality’ edits 
to this article, reverting vandalism and ensur-
ing the accuracy of  the information. Tim, one 
of  over 1500 Wikipedia Administrators, started 
editing in February 2005. This is one of  many 
Featured Articles that Tim has worked on as 
part of  the dedicated ‘Featured Articles Review’ 
group on Wikipedia.
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Articles on the same topic can be viewed in 
13 other languages, three of  which were also 
selected as featured articles.

This “red link” is indicative of  the unfinished 
nature of  Wikipedia. No article has been created 
for this topic, an invitation to an aspiring writer to 
research the topic and create a ‘stub’ article.


